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T0 many engaged in educational reform,
portfolio assessment captures a vision of
assessment integrated with instruction.

Concerned about the equity and validity of large-
scale assessment, portfolio advocates argue that
students' classroom work and their reflections on
that work provide a richer and truer picture of
students' competencies than do traditional or other
on-demand assessments. Concerned about the
impact of testing on teaching, advocates point out
thatis displays of the products of instruction,
porttblios challenge teachers and student to focus
on meaningful outcomes. Furthermore, porttblio
assessment practices support the assessment oflong-
term pnijects over time, encourage student -initiated
revision, and provide a context tbr presentation,
guidancemd critique. Given such an ambitious
agenda thr assessment, instruction and account abil
ity, it i., no surprise that what is meant bY "porttblio-
or -porttiilio JSSCSSMC111" varies markedly in prac
tice and purpose .2

'cN1

New & Reeent
CRESST Technical
Reports & Products

See pages .17-23 l'r listings oinew- or
reeently relestsed-rclrts and products
li-Qat a yarie-ty reseal-cite-us.

Shared by most large-scale assessment
however, is a commitment to bridge the worlds of
public accountabihtv and classroom p..actice. The
goal is to give students, teachers, and pc hey makers
authentic roles in the assessment of stu-ients at all
levels of an accountability system ..jid to provide
data that are appropriate and useful at each les cl.
The portfolio spans one leYel of decision making to
the next, providing detailed evidence at the dass-

projects,
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room level of the process and outcomes of student
performance to guide instruction and learning, and
then supporting more abridged inferences at the
large-scale level about the quality of performance
and schooling. Integrated with instruction and
targeted on high standards for student perfor-
mance, the portfolio is the bridge that supports
reform of classroom practices on the one side and
accountability on the other. The vision is enticing,
but will it work? Can classroom work be utilized for
large-scale, high-stakes assessment?

In this article, we examine one of the challenges
to the integration of classroom and large-scale
portfolio assessment, a challenge posed by the

use of a student's classroom portfolio for large-scale
assessment of his or her individual competencies.3
When raters working outside the classroom con-
text4 ao asked to make judgments about an individual
student based on a portfolio of work composed with
tilt support of peers, teachers, and parents, whose
work is being judged? We argue that certain answers
to this luestion could threaten the validity of infer-
ences that can be drawn about individual performance
from portfolios constructed in the social complexi-
ties of classroom life. Thus the investigation of
possible answers to the "whose work" question
becomes an essential component to thc study of the
validity of portfolio assessment.

...patterns of relatioaships among
on-demand assessments and portfo-
lio assessments raise questions about
the validity of test scores.

Concerns regarding the validity of individual
student scores are already emerging in the fledgling
technical literature on portfolio assessment. Con-
sider, for example, findings from two CREW'.

111111111,

eforts to provide evidence of validity. In both of
these studies, patterns of relationships among on-
demand assessments and portfolio assessments raise
questions about the validity of test scores.

Koretz and his RAND colleagues have been
evaluating Vermont's statewide portfolio assess-
ment program since 1990.5 The Vermont pro-
gram targets writing and mathematics at Grades
4 and 8 and includes three components for each
subject area: year-long student portfolios, "best
pieces" drawn from the portfolios, and state
sponsored "uniform" tests which arc standard-
ized but not necessarily multiple-choice. Pat-
terns of relationships between the results of
portfolio assessment and uniform tests in both
subjects were problematic (Koretz, Klein,
McCaffrey, & Stecher, 1993). While recogniz-
ing that portfolios and standard assessment may
well emphasize different aspects of a subject
domain, the researchers expected correlations
between the two types of assessments within a
subject to be stronger than those across subject
areas. Instead, they found essentially the same
level of correlation within and across subject
areas: For example, in writing, writing portfolio
scores correlated moderately with the standard
measure of writing and with the portfolio and
standard measures of mathematics.

Gearhart and Herman have conducted two tech-
nical studies of the ratability of classroom writ-
ing portfolios. In an initial study, the researchers
found no relationship between scores for writing
portfolios and for standard writing assessments:
Two-thirds of the students classified as compe-
tent based on the porttblio score were not so
classified on the basis of the standard assessment.
Similarly, there was only a weak relationship
between contrasting procedures fir portfolio
scoring: Half the students classified as compe-
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tent on the basis of the single porttblio score
were not so classified when scores for individual
pieces were averaged, though correlations be-
tween the two kinds of portfolio scor s were
moderately high (in the .6 range) Riearhart,
Herman, Baker, & Whittaker, 1992, 1993;
Herman, Gearhart, & Baker, 1993). In a sub-
sequent comparative studs' of two writing ru-
brics, the researchers found a positive relation-
ship between porttblio scores and standard writ-
ing assessments for only one of the rubrics
(Gearhart, Novak, & Herman, in press).

Granted, these researchers were hampered in
their quest for validation by the paucity of techni-
cally sound, performance-based criterion measures
to which portfolio scores could be compared. Nev-
ertheless, within the constraints set by the current
state of the art in performance assessment, findings
like those we have illustrated do raise questions
about the validity of porttblio scores as measures of
individual performance. What factors may have
contributed to these weak relationships between
portfolio scores and on-demand assessments? No
doubt there are many, and each will require further
investigation.

As summed up by a Vermont teacher
after rating portfolios for several days:
"Whose work is this anyway?"

Consider just two that focus on measurement
design: The portfolio and on-demand assessments
may have tapped different domains of performance
within a subject area; the on-demand and port tblio
tasks may have differed in difficulty." The factor
that we consider in this paper arises In un the
classroom context of porttblio assessment. As

summed up by a Vermont teacher after rating
porttblios fin- several days: "Whose work is this
anyway?"

Wc.

begin our discussion by examining the
ways in which the nature of classroom
work may undermine the validity of

"individual" portfolio scores. We illustrate with
CRESST data from both an evaluation of a state-
wide assessment program and a laboratory study of
the scorability of elemcntary writing portfolios. We
conclude with a discussion of the implications of the
"whose work" issue for portfolio assessment policy
and practice.

Whose Work Is It? An Issue for the Validity of
Large-Scale Portfolio Assessment

The "whose work is it?" question arises because
individual student portfolios are constructed in a
social context. Portfolios contain the products of
classroom instruction, and good classroom instruc-
tion according to current pedagogical and curriculum
reforms involves an engaged community of practi-
tioners in a supportive learning process (Camp,
1993; Duschl & Gitomer, 1991; Wolf, D.P., 1989;
Wolf, Bixby, Glenn, & Gardner, 1991; Wolf &
Gearhart, 1993a, 1993b ). Exemplary instructional
practice, in short, supports student performance.
Central to the National Writing Project, for ex-
ample, is a core instructional model which features
multiple stagesprewriting, precomposing, writ-
ing, sharing, revising, editing and evaluation. Each
of these stages stands for instructional activities that
engage a student with resources and with others
related readings, classroom discussions, field trips,
idea w ebs, small group collaboration, outlining,
peer review, review and feedback. The socially
contexted character of student writing is seen both
as a scafibld for students' writing process and a
replication of what "real" writing entails, in that
writing is often a very social endeavor. Consider as
well w hat is regarded as exemplary porttblio assess
ment practice. A "pordblio culture" is viewed as
"replacing ... th,:entire clivelope ofassessment ...ss it h
extended, iterative processes, agreeing that we ,ire

5
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interested in what students produce when they are
given access to models, criticism, and the option to
revise" (Wolf, D. P., 1993, p. 221). Assessment
opportunities are available at multiple classroom
momentsin the course of the work that mav be
added to a portfolio, in the construction of the
portfolio, and in a presentation of the portfolio,
making collaboration, assessment, and revision con-
tinual processes within the classroom.

These visions of an engaged community of learn-
ers and reviewers have implications for the validity
of classroom portfolios for large-scale assessment
purposes: The more developed the community, the
more engaged others will be in the work tagged
with an individual student's name. While :.he locus
ofauthorship ma!, shift outward from the individual
student to tilt- c:immunity of writers, the shift is
unlikely to be systematic: Others' contributions to
students' work are likely to vary across assignments,
students, and classrooms. An irony emerges that
when the student's work is more her own, that work
may index practices and curriculum that lack certain
key features of current reforms.

How is a rater unfamiliar with a student or
the classroom context to assign an indi-
vidual student a score for a portfolio

collection that includes assisted or collaborative
work? Research by Webb (1993) suggests that an
individual's performance in the context of group
activity may or may not represent his or her capa-
bility. Her finding, for example, that low-ability
students had higher scores on the basis of group
work than on individual work suggests that a rater's
score for a porfiblio may overestimate student per-
formance because it constitutes a rafing of eftbrts
that were assisted. Alternatively, the rater who is
aware that work is assisted ma% adjust downward
the individual's scoreigain biasing the rating.-

Whose Work Is It? Data From CRESST
Studies

While question, regarding the roles of authorship
and assisted performance in large-scale portfolio
assessment have been raised (Condon & Hamp-
Lyons, 1991; Gitomer, personal communication,
September, 1994; Herman, et al., 1993; Koretz,
McCaffrey, Klein, Bell, & Steelier, 1993; Koretz,
Stecher, & Deibert, 1992; Koretz, personal com-
munication, September, 1994; Stecher & Hamilton,
1994), they have been neither directly investigated

These studies suggest substantial
variability in instructional support for
students' work...

nor widely discussed. As we discuss next, however,
preliminary results from the CRESST Vermont
studies (Koretz, Stecher, Klein, & McCaffrey, in
press) and the laboratory-based studies of portfolio
ratability (Gearhart et al., 1992; Gearhart, Herman,
Novak, Wolf, & Abedi, 1994; Herman et al., 1993)
add some empirical basis for concern. These studies
suggest substantial variability in instructional sup-
port for students' work, variability which may well
compromise the meaning and comparability ofscores
within as well as between classrooms and schools.

Vermont
While the RANI) evaluation addresses three broad

issuesthe actual implementation of the program
in schools and classrooms, the program's diverse
effects, and the quality ofthe information yielded by
the assessmentof interest here are results from a
survey distributed to all fburth- and eighth-grade
math teachers during the second year (1992-93) of
Vermont's statewide implementation.' Results are
based on the responses of approximately 52% of t he
mathematics teachers at Grade 4 ( N= 382) and 41%
at Grade 8 ( N = 137) (p. 6 ).
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Teachers' responses to a number of ques-
t ions indicated substantial variation in how
inathematics portfOlios were implemented

across classrooms, and consequently substantial
variation in how much help and support students
received in putting their -best face tOrward" for the
porttblio assessment. Teachers' reported policies
on revising best pieces are a first case in point:
Although more teachers ClICOUraffed revision of
most best pieces i 57% 1, many teachers departed
from this pattern by either requirim revision (19%),
simply permittingit ( 19%), or generally prohibiiing
it (5%). Similarly, the amount of time staients
spent revising varied widely. The average time in
revision was 30-40 minutes, but in 17% of class-
rooms students did not revise at all, and in another

5

15% of classrooms students took more than, one full
class period to revise a best piece. Provision of time
and support tin revision clearly represents an aid to
perfiwmanceind thus students who are not en-
couraged to revise their best pieces may well be at
a disadvantage relative to those ,tudents who are
provided greater opportunities to revise.

There also was considerable variation in teachers'
policies regarding who \% as permitted to assist stu-
dents in revising their best pieces Table 1 ). One in
four teachers did not report assisting their own
students in revisions, and a similar proportion did
not report permitting students to help each other.
Seventy percent offourth-grade teachers and 39% of
eighth-grade teachers fiwbade parental or other
outside assistance. Further complicating these find-

Table 1
Assistance Allowed by Teachers on Best Pieces

(Percentage of Teachers)

Source

Assistance allowed on
which best pieces?

Rules differ
for

individual
studentsGrade None Some Most All

Teacher 4 13 14 16 21
8 27 9 13 19

Other 4 34 31 11 12 1

Students 8 13 11 1/ 15

Parents or 4,1 71 13 4 4 8

others out-
side school

8 39 28 8 13 11

Gradc kfiticrenk stgniticant at the 5% lesci (p.:.0:-;)

-,1111111111111
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ings regarding classroom variation, roughly 10% of
teachers reported that their policies regarding assis-
tance varied for different students within their
classrooms. Teachers' policies also differed with
respect to acknowledgment of outside help. Only
about 20% of teachers required their students to
acknowledge or describe the assistance they re-
ceived, and, therefore, the raters of most students'
portfolios would not know who contributed to the
entries or the nature of their assistance.

Finally, the Vermont teachers reported sub-
stantially different degrees of influence on
students' choices of "best pieces" for their

portfolios (Table 2): Some teachers reported play-
ing an equal role with their students in making
portfolio selections, while others reported no role at
all. Certainly thc type and quality of the work that
becomes part of a student's portfolio can be influ-
enced by who selects the pieces for inclusion. In
particular, since teachers presumably have a better

understanding of the scoring criteria than do stu-
dents, the portfolios of students whose choices were
assisted by their teachers may be more likely to show
students' capabilities.

Thus the RAND/CRESST study found sizable
variations among classrooms in factors such as the
amount of revision that was permitted and the
extent to which teachers limited assistance from
others. These implementation findings may help to
explain the weak patterns of relationships between
portfolio scores and on-demand assessments, rela-
tionships decribed earlier. If some teachers provide
(directly or through other adults or students) more
help than others, comparisons among the portfolio
scores of their students would be clouded by the
contributions that others make to a given student's
portfolio. Because such factors enter only into
portfolio scores and not into scores on a standard-
ized, on-demand assessment, they would tend to
weakcn the relationships between portfolio scores
and scores from on-demand assessments.

Table 2
Who Selects Best Pieces? (Percentage of Teachers)

Who selects best pieces?

Students on their own

Students with limited
teacher input

Students and teachers
have equal role

Teacher with limited
student input

Teacher

Grade 43 Grade 8

21 30

55 57

18 8

5 3

1 1

a Grade-level dif ference Agnificant at the 5% level (p<.05
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CRESST Laboratory Studies of the Scorability
of Writing Porttblios

To document the contributions of others to the
writing contained within students' writing porab-
lios, Gearhart et al. (1993V asked teachers rate
the level of their instructional support tbr their
writing assignments. Data were collected in the
spring of 1991 from nine teachers spanning Grades
I to 6. Each teacher was asked to designate two
students at each of three levels of writing compe-
tency ( high, medium, and low ), to collect complete
portfolios of all of their work, and for each writing-
assignment to document the instructional support
provided during the composing and editing phases.

Ratings were keyed to the same dimensions
used at that time to assess students' writ-
'ng progress ( Baker, Gearhart, & Herman,

1991): Content/Organization (topic/subtopics or
theme, and their structure and development); Style
(elements of text like descriptive language, word
choice, sentence choice, tone, mood, voice, and
audience ); and Mechanics( spelling, grammar, punk:-
tuationmd other conventions). The scale points
were defined along a continuum from 0 ( no sup-

port ) to ?, (teacher has specified the requirement in
detail ). Teachers also were asked to rate each
ass*nment in terms of Copied work ( the extent to
which the student's work appeared to be copied
from peers or from direct modeling by a teacher or
parent ) and to estimate the time the child spent on
the assignment in hours or fractional parts of hours.
The dataset consisted of spring 1991 ratings of 228
assignments from a total of 54 students. The
number of assignments per student ranged from 1
to 21, with a modal number of 3. (One teacher
returned 14-21 assignments per target student,
compared with 1-5 for the remaining eight teach-
ers.m) Across all assignments, teachers reported
providing generally low to moderate levels of sup-
port to their target students, Kit their reported
support differed substantially among students' com-
petency levels: Teachers were far more likely to
report providing higher levels of support to their
"low" studmts than to their more able students
(Table 3), a finding that raises concerns about the
differential meaning of scores that may be assigned
to students' portIblios.

The patterns of teachers' reported support dif-
fered across the three writing dimensions, reflecting,

Table 3
Percentage of Teachrs Reporting Greater Support
by Writing Dimension and Student Ability Level

Writing dimension

Content/organization

%le

Ntechanics

Student ability level

High 1.ow

34 72

13 55

26 60

Note. "greater" level of support was defined as rahngs of 2 or
3, where 2 indicated some guidelines and feedbackind 3 repre
sented di tailed guidelines and tixdback.

- - r -
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it seems, variations in curriculum. In Table 4, we see
that teachers' experience with portfolio assessment
was related to their patterns of instructional sup-
port. The three teachers who had been using
portfolios in their classrooms for over a V car tended
to report providing higher levels ofsupport than did
the six teachers who had just begun experimenting
with portfolio assessment, and we believe that the
more experienced teachers engagement with a writ-
ing process approach contributed to their greater
involvement with students' assignments ( and/or to
their greater perceptions of involvement ). Table 5
hints at the ways that teachers' reported levels of
support may be related to grade level as well as
portfolio experience. While these data are purely an
illustration from a very small dataset, we see here
two second-grade teachers providing quite difkrent
levels of assistance with style vs. mechanics, and two
fifth-grade teachers differing more in levels of sup-
port for style. Furthermore, the second- and
fifth-grade teachers with a year of portfolio experi-
ence reported emphases on different writing
dimensionsthe second-grade teacher more con-

ccrned with mechanics, the fifth-grade teacher more
concerned with style.

Thus teachers in the Gearhart et al. (1993) study
reported variations in instructional practices that
were likely to have impacted dilkrentially thc qual-
ity ofstudent work in the portfolios. As in Vermont,
these implementation findings may help to explain
the weak relationships between studems' portfolio
scores and their standard writing assessments.

Reflections and Recommendations
Teacher self-report data from two CRESST

studies have produced evidence of variation in how
portfolio work is produced and supported. We
acknowledge the flaws ofthe preliminary self-report
data that we have presented and fully recognize that
further research is neededstudies that employ
larger sample sizes and multiple methodologies to
verify the variety of support provided to students
and the impact of such support on assessed perfor-
mance. But iffindings like these can be substantiated
in more systematic research, they suggest that the
quality of student work reflects not only a student's

Table 4
Comparison of Teachers With Little vs. One Year Experience
With Portfolios: Percentage of Assignments Given Greater

Support by Writing Process Dimension

Portfolio experience

Dimension

Focus/organization Style Mechanics

Little ( n=6)

One year (n=3)

54

92

41

82

36

74

Note. A -great cr" level of support was defined as ratings of 2 or 3, where
2 indicated some guidelines and feedback, and 3 represented di toiled guide
lines and feedback.
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Table 5
Ilhistrative Comparison of Selected Teachers:

Percentage of Assignments Given Greater Support by
Writing Process Dimension

'Feacher's lex

Dimension
grade el

portfolio experience Focus; organization Style Nlechanics

Second grade
Little experience
with porttOlios 83 58 67

One year experience
with porttOlios 65 18 100

Fifth grade
Little experience
with portfolios 50 .79 21

One year experience
with portfolios 72 44

Note. A "greater" level of support ss as defined as ratings of 2 or 3, %%here 2
indicated SOW guidelines and feedback, and 3 represented detailed guide
lines and feedback.

competence but also the amount and quality of
support received from others. Thus, whose work is
the classroom work contained in a student's porttO-
lio? From the preliminary evidence presented here,
it seems it may dependon students' competence
and a range of variable circumstances: teachers'
methods of instruction, the nature of their assign-
ments, peer and other rest MCCCS available in the
classroommd home support .

What meaning, then, can a large scale
porfolio assessment program ascribe to
student work contained in IN wtrolio

collections? A professional --ss hether a w ricer. sci
entist,oreducat it mal researcher --ss ho is accustomed
to others' input may respond to this questitm ss it h
philosophical reflection or an identity crisis. Indeed,

11

9

whose work is this article, for example? In what
ss avs does it reflect the writing and research compe-
tencies of either of its authors? We value (Mr oss n
opportunities for collaborative work as much as we
value the efforts to engage students in authentic
communities in the classroom. But, from a mea-
surement perspective, the validity oeinferences about
student competence based solely tin portfolio work
appears suspect. While this is not a gras c concern
for classroom assessment where teachers and stu-
dents can judge perfOrmances s ith knowledge of
their context, the pmblem is troubling indeed for
large-scale assessment purposes w here'comparabil-
itv of data is an issue. Under w hat circumsta,,, es,
then, can port ft ihto assessments be used to rank or
make seritms decisions about students, teachers,
schools, or districts?
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The question requires attention to ( a) the pur-
poses of portfolio assessment, (b ) the integrated
design of portfolio contents, rubric contents, rating
procedures, and uses of the resultsmd (c) a recog-
nition ofpossible conflicts between the measurement
and instructional aims of portfolio assessment. The
apparent inverse relationship between support and
students' ability level in the Gearhart et al. (1993 )
study is a telling example in this regard. Certainly
if low-performing students are to achieve high stan-
dards, it is likely they will need an enriched
instructional process to give them the capability tbr
transferable performanceample models, coaching
and mentoring, and multiple opportunities for prac-
tice, feedback and revision. But if the work that
emerg from this same instructional process is used
to assess students' individual pertbrmance, then
there will be problems of comparability of scores
across students. Can we bridge this apparent gulf
between what is required to serve the purposes of
classroom instruction and large-scale accountabil-
ity?

While no easy solutions come to mind, it
does appear that any valid assignment of
an individual student score to a porttb-

lio for large-scale purposes will require procedures
to highlight the student's contribution to the work.
Adjustments in either composition of the portfolio
or rating procedures, or both, will be necessary to
assure comparability of student results. As we
outline below, a number of strategies have been
suggested, although most have so far been rejected
for reasons of kasibility, cost, or violation of certain
fundamental porablio program assumptions, such
as instructional fteedom, seamless integration of
porttblios with instruction, and cm mi mit ment to
honor diversity (1). (itomer, pL rsonal communica
tion, September, 1994; 1). Komi, personal
communication, September, 1994; K. Sheingold .
personal communication, September, 1994 1.

- Restrictions Lould be imposed on w ork siLl
dents produce tiir their porublios, ntrollii
who is permitted to pn wide assistance and
under what circumstances. These pn iced ures.
largely rejected as violations of instructional
freedom, w ould require critication that the
controls on assistance w ere_ in place.

1Portfolios could be "seeded- w ith students'
responses to a standard peril wmance based w fl
ing assessment; ratings ot ihew entries might be
used to adjust overall pornblio sioreS, or to
raise "red tlags- when scores tbr standard as
sessments are discrepant w ith other portfolio
material. But this Option would bring addi
tional complications.

Portfolio procedures could incorpo-
rate strategies fbr documenting oth
ers' assistance and input...

First, many perfbrmance -based assessments of

writing and reading currently incorpc irate Com
ponents of a process approachfor example,
shared readings and class discussion, or es en
peer responseand thus the "seeded- assess
ments might also need checks that the assis
tance pnwided was comparable air( ss st u dent s

Second, procedures f.br adjusting port ti Ain st. wcs

would require ef msensus on a framework fi ii-
justitiing those pn iced ures: On w hat gi minds
can a student's individual writing be ompared
against his writing supported Ns ot het,: le
sponses and guidance

Portfolio procedures could no irporate sti e,.fics

documenting ()diets assisfani e and inpm

12
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Porttblio entries could be accompanied with
context descriptions tlLit document the resources
that were available to a student and the contri-
butions of others to the process of composing
the work. However, this option would require
procedures tbr (a ) producing t hose descriptions
(training teachers and/or students to provide
comparable intOrmat ion across assignments, sw

dentsind classro(mis ), and ( b ) using the c(in
text intbrm:nion 55 hen rating the porttblio ma-
terial (e.g., will raters tirst rate the work on its
own meritsmd then adjust the score after
examining evidence of support? Will raters rate
the work and let someone else rate the support
and make the adjustment? Will raters look at all
sources of evidence and make sonie kind of
integrated, summary judgment of the student's
individual contribution and competence?).

Raters could score a sample of porablios from a
given classroom at virtually the same time, to
enable them to see how an individual's work
compares with or duplicates the responses of
others from the class. To date, this procedure
has simply been used as an exercise, but it is of
interest that the exercise has yielded two differ-
ent conclusions. In the Vermont project, re
searchers reviewing mathematics portfolios from
onc class noticed identically worded key phrases
in many students' responses to the same assign-

ment. This suggested that the work had been
structured so heavily by the teacher that the
responses did not really represent the pertbr-
mance of individual students (S. Klein and D.
Koretz, personal communication, September,
1994 ); In am)t her project, six target students
were interviewed in each ()1 several portfolio
classrooms, and, in some classrooms, worrisome
commonalties in the content of students' ss rit
ing reflected impressive corIMUmalties in stu
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dents' understandims of the work based on
their interview responses; students had learned
a great deal from an assignment that emerged
from intensive classroom collaboration. How
could we tell the difference, then, between
commlm understandings and copying?

There is interest in incorporating assessment of
group process.

Portfolios could be constructed to provide evi-
dence for the very interactive processes that
endangt.r the validity of individual scores as-
signed to the firJ product. That is, if students
are using resourcesind soliciting and making
use of input from others, then it makes sense to
document and assess students' competencies
with these ways of working within a writing
community (ci a current analytic review on
methods for group assessment by Webb, 19941.

Similarly, students' unique contributions to group
products could be documented:

The design of porablio assessment could docu-
ment more explicitly an individual student's
role in a given product. The inclusion of
student self-assessments, peer assessments(when

the work was collaborative), and teacher assess-

ments could help to claritY a student's unique
contribution; a follow-up individual assignment
could demonstrate what a student had learned
from a collaborative project or a project heavily
guided by the teacher. However, once again,
little is known ab( Mt the ways that raters w( mld
utilize these inclusions in making a portfolio
judgment .
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Listed here to stimulate thinking about pos-
sible solutions, our collated suggestions
provide imperfect and somewhat un wieldy

answers. The alternative? A large-scale, high-
stakes porttblio program could produce individual
student scores but do nothing to address the "whose
work" problem, thereby ensuring invalid compari-
sons among students.

This is not to say that large-scale portfblio assess-
ment is without value. Our own research and that
of others indicates that large-scale porttblio assess-
ment programs carry significant benefits for
instructional reform (Gearhart & Wolf, 1994;
Herman & Winters, 1994; Koretz, jtecher, Klein,
McCaffrey, & Deibert, 1993; Koretz et al., in press;
Sheingold, Heller, & Paulukonis, in press). In
Vermont, for example, principals and teachers re-

...in the hands of skilled teachers,
parents, and students, portfolios
should provide critical contexts for
discussing, assessing and improving
the process and the outcomes of stu-
dents' learning.

ported that the portfolio program has induced siz-
able and diverse changes in instruction that are
largely consistent with the goals of reffirm efforts
both in Vermont and nationwide. This is an impor-
tant consequence even if portfolios fail to provide
valid individual measurement. But can portfblio
assessment provide us with valid indices of student
competencies usable tbr large-scale accountability?
There are some promising possibilities: For ex-
ample, the question of "whose work" may be less
troublesome if porttblio assessment results are ag-
gregated fbr decision making at the school or district
level, using matrix sampling and excluding indi-

vidual-level data. As Moss (1992, 1994) argues,
Multilevel designs could assign responsibility for
individual-level decisions to the local level, where
portfolio-based decisions about the capability of
individual students can be iriformed by professional
tadgment and knowledge of the local school con-
text.

Students' porfiblio work could also provide
invaluable evidence of students' "opportu-
nities to learn." If some controls over ineq-

uitable help from sources outside the classroom
were in place, then portfblio assessment (at any level
of the system ) could provide a window on the
quality of curriculum and instruction by showing
what work students are asked to do and how well
they are able to do it. From this perspective, we
would expect students' porablios to show the best
of what students can do with help from an effective
instructional process.

Finally, in moving forward on large-scale portfo-
lio assessment, we will ne !(.1 to remember that the
very complexity of portfolio assessment is at once its
strength and its weakness. While portfolios may
resist attempts to reduce their contents to simple,
reliable individual scores, in the hands of skilled
teachers, parents, and students, porablios should
provide critical contexts for discussing, assessing
and improving the process and the outcomes of
students' learning.
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On Concept Maps as Potential "Authentic"
Assessments in Science
Richard Shavelson, Heather Lam, and Bridget Lewin
CSE Technical Report 388, 1994 S4.00

Using concept maps as an assessment tool n,ill urge
educators to teach students more than simple jgcts
and concepts, but how ditlerent concepts relate to
each other. An evaluationa I tool such as concept
mappiug urges the individual to think on a deeper
cognitive level than a 'fill-in the lila nk" test would
require. 'There is value in both assessment tools
neither should be ignored.

Fourth-grade teacher

The preceding statement from On Concept
Maps as Potential "Authentic" Assessments
in Science points to the multiple expected

benefits from the use of concept maps as alternative
assessments. In this report, CRESST researchers
Richard Shavelson, Heather Ling, and Bridget
Lewin examine concept mapping issues as an assess-
ment technique exploring questions related to validity
-and reliability of student scores. The authors begin
with a clear definition of concept mapping:

"A concept map," write the authors, "constructed
by a student, is a graph consisting of nodes repre-
senting concepts and labeled lines denoting the
relation between a pair of nodes (concepts)."

Based on an extensive review of concept map
usage, the authors frmnd that concept mapping
techniques differed widely.

"No less than 128 possible variations were iden-
tified" say the authors. "Methods for scoring maps
varied almost as widely, fi-om the admonition 'don't
score maps' to a detailed scoring system for hierar-
chical maps."

The researchers' review led to the conclusion that
an integrative "working" cognitive t heory is needed
to begin to limit this great variation for alternative
assessment purposes. "Such a theory," conclude
the authors, "would also serve as a basis for much
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needed psychometric studies of the reliability and
construct validity ofconcept maps since such studies
are almost nonexistent in the literature."

The review presents issues arising from large -scale
use of mapping techniques, including the impor-
tance of students skills in using concept mapsind
the possible negative impact of teachers teaching to
the assessment ifstudents have to memorize concept
!naps provided by textbooks or themselves.

Specifications for the Design of Problem-Solv-
ing Assessments in Science
Brenda Sugrue
CSE Technical Report 387, 1994 (54.00 1

In Specifications for the Design frf Problem -!;olv-
ing Assessments in Science, CRESST researcher
Brenda Sugrue draws on the CRESST perthr-

mance assessment model to develop a new set of test
specifications for science. Sugrue recommends that
designers li)llow a straightthrward approach thr
devehping alternative science assessments.

"Carry out an analysis of the subjct matter con-
tent to be assessed," says Sugrue, "identifying key
concerts, principlesmd procedures that are em
bodied in the content." She adds that much of this
analysis already exists n state frameworks or in the
national science stanC.frds.

Either multiple-choice, open-ended, or hands-on
sci,:nce tasks can then be created or adapted to
measure individual constructs, such as concepts and
principles, and the links between concepts and
principles.

In addition to measuring content-related con-
structs, Sugrue's model advocates measuring
metacognitive constructs and motivational constructs
in the context of' the content. This permits more
specific identification of the sources of students'
poor perthrmance. Students may perform pm wiv
because of deficiencies in content knowledge, and/
or deficiencies in constructs such as planning and
monitorin:j., and/or maladaptive perceptions ()kill'

_
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and task. The more specific the diagnosis of the
source of poor performance, the more specific can
be instructional interventions to improve perfor-
mance.

Sugrue's model includes specifications for task
design, task development, and task scoring, all
linked to specific components of problem solving
ability. An upcoming CRESST report will ut..;cuss
the results of a study designed to evaluate the
effectiveness of the model for attributing variance in
performance to particular components of problem
solving and particular formats for measuring them.

Group Collaboration in Assessment: Compet-
ing Objectives, Processes, and Outcomes
Noreen Webb
CSE Technical Report 386, 1994 ($4.00)

Learning from other students, developing
interpersonal skills, and maximizing col-
laborative performance are three primary

goals of small-group collaboration. But according
to Noreen Webb in Group Collaboration in Assess-
ment: Competing Objectives, Processes, and Outcomes,
group assessment may or may not be an effective
strategy for measuring such goals.

"There may be an appropriate place for collabo-
rative group work in educational assessment," asserts
Webb. "Most importantly," she adds, "how group
work is used in an assessment should coincide with
the purpose of an assessment."

Webb's own research and that of others strongly
suggcsts that the purposes must be clearly under-
stood from the start of a group assessment project.
Measuring individual student learning versus group
productivity, for example, may call fbr differences in
the assessments

If the purpose is to measure individual achieve-
ment, suggests Webb, then the instructions might
be worded to encourage individual effort. A Con-
necticut assessment, for example, told students that
"each person should be able to explain fully the

111.1111111111111111111:4::-

conclusions reached by the group" and should be
prepared to give an oral presentation on their group's
experiment. Thus, students expected that they
would be held accountable individually.

But if the assessment purpose is different, so too
should be the focus, says Webb. She cites group
productivity as one example:

"Assessment focusing on group productivity,"
says Webb, "would give a group a task to complete,
and evaluation would focus on the completed task,
not on individual students' contributions to com-
pleting the task."

Webb says that teachers need to prepare students
for group assessment. Small-group collaboration
can help students to develop valuable communica-
tions skills and give them a better "understanding of
what kinds of group processes help them learn as
individuals and what kinds of processes help maxi-
mize group productivity," she concludes.

The Evolution of a Portfolio Program: The
Impact and Quality of the Vermont Program in
Its Second Year
Daniel Koretz, Brian Stecher, Stephen Klein, and
Daniel McCaffrey
CSE Technical Report 385, 1994 ($4.00)

part of art ongoing evaluation of the Ver-
mont portfolio assessment program by
RAND/CRESST researchers, this report

presents recent analyses of the reliability of Ver
mont portfolio scores, and the results of school
principal interviews and teacher questionnaires.

The message, especially from Vermont teachers,
say the researchers, remains mixed. Math teachers,
for example, have modified their curricula and teach-
ing practices to emphasize problem solving and
mathematical communication skills, but many reel
they are doing so at the expense of other areas of the
curriculum. About one-half of the teachers report
that student learning has improved, but an equal
number feel that there has been no change. Addi-
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tionally, teachers reported great variation in the
implementation of porttblios into their classrooms,
including the amount of assistance provided to
students.

"One in tbur teachers," found the authors, "does
not assist his or her own students in revisions, and
a similar proportion does not permit students to
help each other. Seventy percent of fourth-grade
teachers and 39% of eighth-grade teachers forbid
parental or other outside assistance."

Consequently, students who receive more sup-
port from teachers, parents and other students may
have a significant advantage over students who
receive little or no outside help.

Reliability problems continue. "The degme of
agreement," write the authors, "among Vermont's
portfolio raters was much lower than among raters
in studies with other types of constructed response
measures."

The authors suggest that one cause of the low
reliability was thc diversity of tasks within each
portfolio. Because teachers and students are free to
select their own pieces, performance on the tasks is
much more difficult to assess than if the work were
standardized.

Despite these problem areas, support for the
portfolio program remains high. Teachers, for ex-
ample, expressed strong support for expanding
portfblios to all grade levels. Seventy percent of
principals said that their schools had extended port-
folio usage beyond the original Vermont state
mandate.

A Conceptual Framework for Analyzing the
Costs of Alternative Assessment
Lawrence 0. Piens
CSE Technical Report 384, 1994 ($4.00 )

Despite the fact that many states are invest
ing millions ofdollars in the development
of alternative assessments, little is known

about the actual costs of such assessments. In A
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Conceptual Framework fiw Analyzing the Costs of
Alternative Assessments, CRESST partner Lawrence
0. Picus analyzes many of the issues related to
identifying the costs of new assessments including
the relationship between costs and goals.

"If, as is often the case in education," says Picus,
"there are multiple goals established for an alterna-
tive assessment program, then estimation of the
costs of that program must include all of the re-
sources necessary to accomplish all of those goals."

To identify alternative assessment costs, Picus
suggests the use of a three-dimensional model com-
prised of levelsofexpenditures, kindsofexpenditures,
and expenditure components. Levels of expenditures
are the source of expense such as national, state,
district, school, classroom, or private market levels.
Kinds of expenditures include personnel, materials,
supplies, and travel. Components include assess-
ment development, production, training, scoring,
reporting and program evaluation.

"The laigest single expenditure item in any assess-
ment program," concludes Picus, "seems likely to
he personnel."

Opportunity costs must also be consideredulds
Picus. Resources committed to creating an alterna-
tive assessment program are resources used to support
a former testing program or resources that could be
spent on other programs, such as bilingual educa-
tion.

The framework developed in A Conceptual Frame-
work fir Analyzing the Costs of Altern atire Assessment
addresses both opportunity costs and assessment
costs matched to goals.
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Economic Analysis ofTesting: Competency, Cer-
tification, and "Authentic" Assessments
James S. Carrera ll and Lynn Winters
CSE Technical Report 383, 1994 (S4.00)

Cost- benefit and cost-effectiveness analv-
ses, say researchers James Catterall and
l.yn ri \linters in Economic Ana lvsis of Test-

ing: Competency, Certification, and "Authentic"
Assessments, have similar policy purposes.

"Both analyses," note the authors, "aim at what
choices might be made either to reach given goals
with lower costs, or to attain more results for a given
budget allocation."

But trying to use either economic analysis is
difficult when applied to educational assessment
because anticipated benefits are moot. The authors
note, for example, that policy makers, test coordi-
nators, principals, and counselors have used minimum
competency tests to motivate students, encourag-
ing them, albeit negatively, to develop and improve
basic skills. Yet a study by James Catterall in 1990
showed that fewer than half of 736 students in eight
high schools ( fbur states) were even aware that their
high school required them to pass a minimum
competency test prior to graduation. Clearly the
intended motivational benefit or effect sought by
policy makers was not reflected by what was truly
happening. Thus, tying the costs of assessments to
benefits and effects that may not really occur is
problematic.

Regarding performance assessments, the authors
suggest that linking policy and costs will be equally
challenging. Because performance assessments shou Id
be good instructional activities themselves, it is

difficult to differentiate the costs into specific cat-
egories such as assessment, curriculum, or, in cases
of scoring, professional development for teachers.

"That they r perfiirmance assessments I have re-
turns over and above current tests is presently
assumed," conclude Catterall and Winters. "Estab-

lishing the linkages between the costs and benefits
may be an important factor in the course of testing
reform in the 1990s."

Analysis of Cognitive Demand in Selected Alter-
native Science Assessments
Gail Baxter, Robert Glaser, and Kalyani Raghavan
CSE Technical Report 382, 1994 ( S-1.0(, )

Working with pilot science assessments in
California and Connecticut, the research-
ers in Analysis qf Cvnitive Demand in

Selected Alternative Science Assessments focused on
cognitive activity required for successful completion
of performance assessment tasks. Of special interest
was the degree to which task performance reflected
differences in student understanding.

"We focused," wrote Baxter, Glaser, and Raghavan,
"on the extent to which: (a) tasks allowed students
the opportunity to engage in higher order thinking
skills and (b) scoring systems reflected differential
performance of students with respect to the nature
of cognitive activity in which they engaged."

Data came from three types of science assessment
tasksexploratory investigation, conceptual integra-
tion, and :omponent identificationeach varying
with respe.:t to grade level, prior knowledge, stage
of development and purpose. Analyses of the data
resulted in some important recommendations for
the development of assessment tasks and scoring.

In general, wrote the authors, "tasks should: (a)
be procedurally open-ended afibrding students an
opportunity to display their understanding; (b)
draw on subject matter knowledge as opposed to
knowledge of generally familiar facts; and (c) be
cognitively rich enough to require thinking."

The authors concluded that scoring systems should:
(a) link score criteria to task expectations; ( b ) be
sensitive to the meaningful use of knowledge; and
( c ) capture the problem -solving processes the stu-
dents engage in.
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Measurement- Driven Reform: Research on Policy,

Practice, Repercussion
Audrey J. Noble and Maly Lee Smith
CSE Technical Report 381, 1994 i S4.00 )

Dc monst rating a top-dos% n educational re

finni strategy and a belielt hat assessment
can leveragc educational change, the Ari-

zona state legislature in 1990 passed Arimma Res ised

Statute 15-741. The legislation resulted in the Ari
ion , ' I ident Assessment Program i ASAP i,a program

that incorporated both standardized and perfor-
mance-based assessments. Measurement-Dripen
Refirm: Research on Policy, Practice, Repercussion
reports on how ASAP was conceived, negotiated,
and implemented. The CRESST researchers con-
ducting the study, Audrey Noble and Mary Lee
Smith, were critical of t he policy process that created

ASAP.
ASAP "reveals both the ambiguities characteristic

of the [assessment ; policy-making process," write
Noble and Smith, "and the dysfunctional side effects
that evolve from the 1, 'hey's disparities."

Employing multiple research methods, the re
searchers interviewed members oft he policy- shaping

community and examined documents and artifacts
of the testing policy. ....heir analysis determined that

competing ideas about student learning, teachers,
curriculum, and assessment resulted in inetkctiye
implementation of the assessment program. 1-ive

inconsistencies were reported:

Policy makers' detiniticms of "learning" w ere
incoherent;

Polio. makers held dissonant expectations of
teachers;

Policy makers clashed regarding the rt de of

curriculum;
Rtlics makers alk.gcd t hat ,1 single pertinmance
assessment could fulfill the dual purposes of
instructional improsement and accountability;
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The implementation plan of the Arizona Stu-
dent Assessment Program ss as a dysfunctional
side effect of a policy built on contradictory
ideals.

"Although ASAP appeals to mans. because of its
ambiguity," conclude Noble and Smith, "this same
characteristic may undermine its capacity to effect
any substantial change in educational practice."

What Happens When the Test Mandate Changes?
Results of a Multiple Case Study
Mary Lee Smith, Audrey I. Noble, Marilyn Cabal.,
Walt Heinecke, M. Susan Junker, and Yvonne Saf-

fron
CSE Technical Report 380, 1994 (S4.501

The Arizona Student Assessment Program
(ASAP) was designed to solve what policy
makers perceived to be the state's most

pressing educ,:tional problems: moving schools
toward the state curriculum framework and making
schools more accountable fin student achievement.
However, as findings from this multiple case study
demonstrate, the actions of practitioners were far
from uniform in response to this policy mandate.

In this report, CRESST researcher Mary Lee
Smith and colleagues outline the results to date of
a three-year, qualitative study of school reactions to
the ASAP mandate. One of a series of reports on a
larger project, What Happens When the Test Man-
date Changes?, the present study addresses the
consequences of the change mandate in four Ari-
zona elementary schools during the first Year of
implementation.

Using a case study met hodology, the researchers
focused on the interplay of polic and practice by
engaging directly in the local, school-site scene.
This part icular approach allowed them to gain
cess to participant meanings and to show hcm
meanings in act km c\ olved over time.
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Results from this study indicated that local school
responses to the policy mandate varied substantially.
The goal of transtbrming classroom instructional
practices was achieved in only one school that had
adopted such practices prior to the state mandate.

"Local interpretations and organizational norms
intervened to color, distort, delay, enhance, or
thwart the intentions of the policy and the policy-
shaping community," concluded the authors.
Expectations for school reform based on mandates
must consider the vast disparities that exist between
individual schools and teachers.

Assessment, Testing, and Instruction: Retro-
spect and Prospect
Robert Glaser and Edward Silver
CSE Technical Report 379, 1994 ($4.50)

/ncreasing concern about the nature and form
of student assessments and the uses made of
tcst results forms the basis for Assessment,

Testing and Instruction: Retrospect and Prospect by
CRESST researchers Robert Glaser and Edward
Silver. The authors explore the nature of testing and
assessment by examining some of the deficiencies
and abuses associated with past practices in educa-
tional measurement, then i.westigating present and
future possibilities for alternative forms of assess-
ment.

"At this point in timc," write Glaser and Silver,
"assessment and testing in American schools are
caught between the extensive rhetoric of reform and
the intransigence of long-established practices."
Through an informative discussion of the two stan
dard purposes of educational assessmenttesting
for selection and placement and assessing educa-
tional outcomesthe authors demonstrate the need
for an evaluation of the purposes of educational
testing.
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MORE TECHNICAL REPORTS
Policy Makers' Views of Student Assessment
Lorraine Mc Donnell
CSE Technical Report 378, 1994 (54.00)

Engaging Teachers in Assessment of Their Stu-
dents' Narrative Writing: Impact on Teachers'
Knowledge and Practice
Maryl Gearhart, Shelby A. Wolf Bette Burker, and
Andrea K. Whittaker
CSE Technical Report 377, 1994 (S4.00)

Test Theory Reconceived
Robert J. Mislevy
CSE Technical Report 376, 1994 ($4.50)

Linking Statewide Tests to the National Assess-
ment of Educational Progress: Stability of
Results
Robert L. Linn and Vonda L. Kiplinger
CSE Technical Report 375, 1994 ($4.00)
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DATABASES
Alternative Assessments in Practice Database
Listings from over 250 developers of new assess-
ments, Macintosh version only, 1993 (S15.00)

VIDEOTAPES
Assessing the Whole Child
18-minute video prouram includes new practitioner's
guidebook. VS, 1994 S15.001

Portfolio Assessment and High Technology
10 minute video program includes practitioner's
guidebook on portfolio assessment, V2, 1992
($12.50)

HANDBOOK
CRESST Performance Assessment Models: As-
sessing Content Area Explanations
Eva L. Baker, Pamela R. Aschbacher, David Niemi,
and Edynn Sato
The CRESST Handbook, 1992 (S10.00)

13

RESOURCE PAPER
Writing What You Read: A Guidebook for the
Assessment of Children's Narratives
Shelby Wolf and Maryl Gearhart
CSE Resource Paper 10, 1993 (S4.00)

For a complete list of all CRESST products, please
contact Kim Hurst at 310-206-1532, e-mail:
kim@cse.ucla.edu, or UCLA Center fbr the Study ty'
Evaluation, 10880 litilshire Blvd., #-00, Los Angeles,
CA 90024-1394.

FOLD AND SECURE

UCLA Center for the Study of Evaluation
10880 Wilshire Blvd., Suite 700
Los Angeles, California 90024-1394
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